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Nooooes!!!
Posted by Jack Frost - 16 Jun 2009 23:38
_____________________________________

OMG they killed Primeval! Damn bastards!

How will Jason Flemyng escape the past?

Are Connor and Abby doomed to be stuck up that tree for eternity?

Will the other two now never get personalities?

ARRRRRRGH!

============================================================================

Re: Nooooes!!!
Posted by Che ken - 16 Jun 2009 23:48
_____________________________________

Cliffhangers ftw! You'll have to make it up yourself mate 

============================================================================

Re: Nooooes!!!
Posted by VoGon - 17 Jun 2009 09:27
_____________________________________

Jack Frost wrote:

OMG they killed Primeval! Damn bastards!

How will Jason Flemyng escape the past?
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Are Connor and Abby doomed to be stuck up that tree for eternity?

Will the other two now never get personalities?

ARRRRRRGH!

  

 WTF? What are u on about mate?      

============================================================================

Re: Nooooes!!!
Posted by Tunes - 17 Jun 2009 11:41
_____________________________________

VoGon wrote:

Jack Frost wrote:

OMG they killed Primeval! Damn bastards!

How will Jason Flemyng escape the past?

Are Connor and Abby doomed to be stuck up that tree for eternity?

Will the other two now never get personalities?

ARRRRRRGH!

  

 WTF? What are u on about mate?        
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The exactly same question bugged me

============================================================================

Re: Nooooes!!!
Posted by liger - 17 Jun 2009 14:52
_____________________________________

nabs      

www.imdb.com/title/tt0808096/&quot;  onclick=&quot;window.open(this.href);return false; 

Science fiction drama series Primeval has been axed after &quot;three very successful series&quot;, ITV
has confirmed.

Starring Ben Miller, Douglas Henshall, and ex-S Club 7 star Hannah Spearritt, the show followed a group
of scientists studying prehistoric creatures.

&quot;High quality drama remains a key part of the ITV schedule, although our current focus is on
post-watershed production,&quot; ITV said in a statement.

The show had an average audiences of about five million this year.

The figure was down from around six million for the first two series.

Earlier this year, ITV announced 600 job cuts and says it is now aiming to cut a further £40m in 2010.

Primeval may have suffered because of the big-budget computer effects needed to generate its
fantastical creatures.

Website Total Sci-Fi said it had been told by a source that Primeval's production team were
&quot;devastated&quot; but that they had &quot;every intention of keeping Primeval alive in other
ways&quot;.
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Source: news.bbc.co.uk 

============================================================================

Re: Nooooes!!!
Posted by VoGon - 17 Jun 2009 15:01
_____________________________________

Never seen it, heard of it, or dream of it in my life             

But love the &quot;may have suffered because of the big-budget computer effects needed to generate
its fantastical creatures.&quot; excuse  

============================================================================

Re: Nooooes!!!
Posted by eskimo - 17 Jun 2009 16:53
_____________________________________

frosty mate, i think its save to say you watch every single sci-fi programme  on tv ? lol xD

============================================================================

Re: Nooooes!!!
Posted by Luckie - 17 Jun 2009 17:50
_____________________________________

crap show anyway lol

only good things were:

1) Hannah Spearitt from S-Club 7

and 2) Ben Miller's a good actor.

============================================================================

Re: Nooooes!!!
Posted by liger - 17 Jun 2009 17:53
_____________________________________
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VoGon wrote:

Never seen it, heard of it, or dream of it in my life             

But love the &quot;may have suffered because of the big-budget computer effects needed to generate
its fantastical creatures.&quot; excuse    

ffs where did my comment go? anyway here it is again

how so excuse? Show doesnt get canceled if its popular. Those numbers are available its not like they
lied about it being popular. Ive seen other shows being cancelled coz the crew was a big cost.

============================================================================

Re: Nooooes!!!
Posted by Jack Frost - 17 Jun 2009 21:45
_____________________________________

TBH, Primeval was crap. The writing was crap. The effects were crap. The acting was crap.

But you know what?

Primeval, in the end...

You were MY kind of crap. R.I.P.

============================================================================
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